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Electricity set to rise, Time to review contracts NOW!!!
A review of the supply of electricity to your complex can highlight thousands of
dollars in potential savings! Prices are set to rise soon with infrastructure charges and
the peak demand for power ever increasing. This is an opportunity to review your
costs, (the same as a review of your grocery prices) and compare the current energy market.

Energy Audits save Companies Thousands $$$$$$
savings from energy audits conducted have ranged from a minimum of 25% up
Making small changes can make a big difference. Our clients have been amazed
The

to 40%.
with the

results and some are kicking themselves that it had not been done sooner.

Australian Organisation for Quality Energy Division Presentation
Peter Greenham (Chairman of Energy Division with the AOQE Qld) presents a certificate of appreciation to Dr
Patrick Glynn from the CSIRO after a presentation on micro grid sustainable electricity technologies. Dr Patrick
Glynn discussed energy management with AOQ members and interested parties. It was a evening that
generated a deal of interest in the options available to maximize energy resource usage.

Comparing OUR Emissions
There has been a reduction in emission levels since last year, but some states are doing more than others.

You can see we have a long way to go.
Emissions (million tonnes)
This Year to Date
STATE
VIC

THIS YEAR TO DATE

LAST YEAR TO DATE

34.82

35.28

‐1.3

NSW

36.63

38.75

‐5.5

QLD

28.62

28.84

‐0.8

SA

6.59

6.95

‐5.2

CHANGE

Inspection of New Plant for Sustainability of Operations

A recent review of Greenhouse gas emissions led to a local quarrying company deciding to
undertake additional improvements to their processing plant. The review also covered the transport of
materials, and choice of equipment,

reductions.

all adding to the overall operation emissions

Random Fire Inspections being undertaken
up to 50% of inspected buildings
have been non compliant under the current fire regulations and still causing some
Talking to one of the inspectors at a random site audit revealed

panic with owners. The uncertainty on the requirements of the regulations appears to be a primary issue.

Undertaking an audit

Cupboard in the hall???

